
ON THE THEOREM OF GLEASON AND MARSH1

NEAL ZIERLER2

Let K be a field with a finite number q of elements and let a be the

mapping of K[x] in itself that assigns

n

f(x) = Z/.*9'"1

as image to

n

f(x) = E/<*•'•
i=0

The order of a nonzero element a of a finite field is the smallest

of the positive integers/ for which a' = l. If f(x) is irreducible over K,

then all of its roots are of the same order, for given any two roots of

/ lying in a finite extension F of K there is always an automorphism

of F mapping one on the other. We may therefore define the order

of the irreducible polynomial/ to be the order of any one of its roots.

The purpose of this note is to establish the following generalization

of the theorem of Gleason and Marsh.3

Theorem. Let f be an irreducible member of K[x}. Then the degree of

every irreducible factor of f" is equal to the order of f.

Proof. Let fi be the mapping of K[x] in itself such that g?(x)

= xga(x) = Z"-o giX"'. Clearly fi is linear over .rv; that is, if g and h

are inZ[i] and a and b are in K then (ag + bh)P = agP+bhP.

LetgCK[x]. Then (xg(x)Y= Zg^8'+1 = (E*<*«V= (g"M)9- That
is,

(l) (xgy = gf.

Let /, g and a be in K[x] and suppose g = af. Then g&(x)

= (5>«*y(*))'- Zo.-(*y(*))fl= Zai(TO)8'' by (1). Thus, f\tf and
so /" | g". This proves

(2)_ /1 g implies f | g".
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Now let/ be irreducible, let g be arbitrary and let h be a factor of

f" of positive degree. We shall show that

(3) h | ga implies /| g.

Let A = {bEK[x]:h\ba}. If bEA and aEK[x], b<*\(ab)a by (2)
and so abEA. It follows easily that A is an ideal containing/ but

not 1 in i£[x]. Hence, since / is irreducible and K[x] is a principal

ideal domain, A = (/) and (3) is established.

Now let / be irreducible of order r and let d be the degree of an

irreducible factor h of/". Then/| l—xr and it follows from (2) that

h\ 1 — x9'-1. Hence a splitting field of h, which has qd elements, may be

regarded as a subfield of a splitting field of 1—x9'-1, which has qT

elements, and so d\r. On the other hand, h\ 1 — x^~x implies /| 1 —xd

by (3) and hence r\d. It follows now that d = r and the proof of the

theorem is complete.

Corollary (Gleason-Marsh). Letf be an irreducible polynomial of

degree n over K. The order of f is qn — l if and only iff" is irreducible.
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